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The Game Boy’s Advance:
A look at the staying power of Nintendo’s best-selling console
In an age when computers are obsolete out of the box and faster, smarter gadgets are being
released every day, the best-selling video game console would almost certainly have to be able to
keep up with these changing times. But the Game Boy is 15 years old.
With 40 percent of American households owning a Nintendo game system, it is unsurprising
that it is Nintendo who brings us the successful handheld, which has sold over 150 million units
in its lifetime. True, the little console has gone through many reincarnations, but even this
regeneration strategy has not always been able to ensure the technical superiority of the GB over
its competition. However, Nintendo’s business practices and character tie-ins have managed to
keep the GB ahead of the game. This case history will detail the GB’s 15-year history, and most
of its different forms. These incarnations of Nintendo’s handheld have uniquely contributed to
the GB legacy in some way, but the “Practice Makes Perfect” section details some of the
business and cultural factors that were more generally applicable to the entire GB line (as well as
Nintendo’s other systems).

Life before the Game Boy
Nintendo’s roots go back to 1889, when Fusajiro Yamauchi started manufacturing Japanese
playing cards. His was the first corporation to successfully mass-produce and sell playing cards
in Japan. After adding Disney and other children’s cards, Yamauchi broke open the children’s
card market in 1959.1 1963 brought the name Nintendo Co. Ltd. and games were manufactured,
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in addition to cards. Nintendo’s first portable games, those of the “Game & Watch” series
designed by Gunpei Yokoi, were released in 1960.2
Small and lightweight, these handheld games were simple, usually only with one objective,
and limited sound effects—beeps of different pitches. 59 titles were released in all, including
Donkey Kong and Super Mario Bros. Though simple, the games were popular, and Nintendo still
remembers them today in the Game & Watch Gallery 2 cartridge released for the Game Boy
Color in 1998,3 which includes original Game & Watch games, as well as new versions updated
with color and Nintendo icons like Princess Toadstool and Yoshi.4 Those classic games remain
nostalgically popular with those who really remember the small handhelds, and there have been
adaptations made for Palm technology.5 Super Smash Bros. Melee even includes a character
called “Mr. Game & Watch,” a tribute to the beginnings of what would turn out to be an
extremely lucrative handheld market for Nintendo.

The OGB
Nintendo went on to release the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES)6 in 1985 before the
original GB appeared on the market in 1989 for $169.7 The GB would play interchangeable
cartridges, like the NES and other consoles on the market did. The 8-bit machine displayed only
4 colors, had a gray exterior, and was a little too large to be pocket-sized, but it was a way to
achieve cheap, portable game play—the only way on the market then. With a similar button
configuration to that of the NES (directional pad on the left, A and B buttons on the right, Start
and Select buttons in the lower middle), the GB endeavored to combine the gaming goodness of
the NES with the economy and portability of the Game & Watch systems. Both designer Yokoi
and Nintendo president Horoshi Yamauchi were convinced that the GB would be a hit, but were
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still searching for the right game with which the new system should be packaged. A year earlier,
Russian programmer Alex Pajitnov developed Tetris, an addictive block puzzle game for
personal computers. Tengen bought the rights from Microsoft, but after it began distribution, it
was discovered Microsoft had never owned the rights in the first place.8 Nintendo acquired the
rights and released Tetris9 with its new black-and-white handheld, effectively creating and
controlling the handheld market. Tetris, along with the GB’s promise of portability, generated
millions of sales for Nintendo, and at 32 million copies sold,10 Tetris for the GB remains one of
the best-selling games of all time.
Wildly successful, the GB sold 32 million units over the next three years,11 but sales would
eventually start dropping. In an effort to help boost sales, Nintendo released its Play it Loud!
series in 1995, which consisted of brightly-colored GBs. Though the new colors did little to
improve sales, they did kick off Nintendo’s tradition of giving their consoles a variety of colors.

Enter the Hedgehog
Determined to compete with Nintendo for a piece of the handheld hardware market, Sega
released a portable version of its Master System, the Game Gear, in 1990.12 With a backlit, fullcolor screen, and the capability to be turned into a portable television, the horizontally laid-out
system (d-pad on the left, screen in the middle, A and B buttons on the right) seemed technically
superior to the Nintendo GB. Also on the market during this time was the Atari Lynx, which
shared the Game Gear’s high-quality color, but also its bulk and short battery life. Six AA
batteries in the Game Gear would last only three to five hours and the additional batteries only
added to Sega’s already bulky system. “The market was looking more for light weight and
battery life, which the Game Boy excelled in [but the Game Gear] did better than any other
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portables that tried to compete with Game Boy.”13 Nintendo would continue to outsell Sega, and
while the GB still lives,14 Sega dropped the Game Gear in 1997. 15
A fresh look for the GB arrived in 1996 in the smaller form of the GB Pocket, 30 percent
smaller,16 and weighing only half of its predecessor’s bulk. True to its name, the GBP was
pocket-sized and came with an LCD screen of better resolution. Still, it kept its vertical layout
(screen on top, buttons on bottom), the same screen size, and the same button configuration, for a
slimmer version of its successful ancestor. However, with the release of the Sony PlayStation,
Nintendo now had more competitors, and had to fight even harder to retain its share of the
market. Though the GBP was mildly successful, it did not actually provide very many significant
improvements over the original GB, but renewed success for the GB would come soon, due to
one of Nintendo’s most successful franchises.

“Gotta Catch ‘Em All!”
Japanese designer Satoshi Tajiri developed a Pokemon game for Nintendo’s GB in 1996.
Based on his childhood experiences of collecting bugs, the RPG-style game, originally titled
“Pocket Monster,” did well in Japan, but its popularity did not catch on in the United States until
the newly-created Japanese television series was brought overseas.17 Pokemon fever caught, and
a franchise was born—a franchise that would grow to include over 23 video games and over 16
different series of Pokemon trading cards. By February 2000, more than 74 million Pokemon
games would be sold worldwide, 27 million of those in the United States.18 With Pokemon Red
and Pokemon Blue on the shelves in 1998, sales of Nintendo’s newly released GB Color (1998)
quickly shot up.
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New full-color cartridges were developed and released for the new console, but in the GB
spirit of backwards compatibility, the GBC could play games designed for the older systems, but
gave the option of “tinting” the games a certain color. Though the GBC was not the 32-bit
system Nintendo had hoped it would be, Nintendo’s newest unit was the first GB with a color
screen, able to display up to 56 colors at once. Slightly larger and heavier than the GBP, the
GBC’s resolution was not near what that of Sega’s Game Gear or Atari’s Lynx were. The 1998
Nintendo console was technologically behind systems of 1990, but Nintendo’s software carried
the GBC through. As mentioned above, Nintendo had battery life, less bulk, and the Nintendo
label, which included plenty of pocket monsters.

See the Light
The GBC was an improvement over the original and pocket systems, but the color
technology was not even close to other consoles on the market. With no backlight, the GBC was
difficult to play if lighting conditions were not just right. But only three years later, in 2001,
Nintendo’s Game Boy Advance debuted at $99.95,19 putting Nintendo’s first 32-bit handheld on
the market. The machine was quite a change from the traditional GB, and the freshness of its
new features greatly contributed to revitalized sales. By January 2004, 20 million GBA units had
been sold worldwide, and GBA sales accounted for 50 percent of the 14 million game consoles
sold in 2003.20 With a horizontal layout, it looked like a much slimmer version of the Game
Gear,21 and had two new shoulder buttons to add complexity to game play. It could display 511
colors, a huge step up from the now-primitive looking GBC. The new cartridges were smaller,22
the screen grew, and the battery life doubled.23 The GBA was praised for its sound, which was
fairly high quality for such a small machine. However, the GBA was still not backlit, as this
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would quickly drain batteries. However, with good sunlight, or a $10 light accessory, the
problem of poor lighting was easily solved.
The lighting was fixed with the release of the front-lit GBA SP in 2003. Almost
technologically identical to the original GBA, the SP added only a front-lit screen,24 a
rechargeable lithium-ion battery, and a complete different layout. Returning to its roots, the SP
looked more like a GB Pocket, but in a clamshell design. Its new design was aimed to attract a
larger, and perhaps older, audience with its sophisticated look and more efficient power
consumption.25 The buttons returned to their normal positions “below” the screen, and shoulder
buttons rested on the lower half of the console for ergonomic comfort. The SP, however, did take
away the standard headphone jack, and required a special adapter to be able to plug in
headphones. Other than this relatively minor issue, the GBA SP won high praise all around.
“There's no denying that Nintendo's Game Boy Advance SP is a sleek, gorgeous, functionally
proficient handheld gaming platform that no self-respecting gamer should be without.”26

Practice Makes Perfect
Looking at Nintendo’s history and business decisions, it is obvious that Nintendo is a
company that learns from its past. After finding something that works, Nintendo continues to
stick with it, but is not afraid to abandon ideas that simply did not work out as planned:

Accessories: Though Nintendo hoped to boost sales with its colorful Play it Loud!
series, colors have not been proven to significantly increase console sales. However,
customization has its appeal, and Nintendo delivered, not only with different colors, but
with myriad accessories as well. The strangest GB accessory released by Nintendo was
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probably the GB Camera and Printer, which were only loosely gaming-related.27 Selling
for around $50,28 the GB Camera was a low-end digital camera, conveniently priced at a
time when digital cameras were either for professionals, or just plain expensive. With the
Printer accessory, photos could be printed out onto sticker paper, for easy, customizable,
sticker pictures. At a time when sticker pictures were the latest fad, Nintendo had no
problem meeting even that demand. Unfortunately, the GB Camera and Printer also
marked Nintendo’s failure to turn the GB into more than a gaming machine.29
Nintendo also released numerous other accessories, including all sorts of cables and
adapters that would allow GB games to be played on a television. Other accessories tend
to be directly gaming-related, and few, if any, further notable attempts have been made
to extend the GB into the world outside gaming.

Backward Compatibility: When the Super Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES)
was released in 1991, parents who did not want to shell out money for a new system and
a completely new set of games, were angry that the SNES could not play any of the old
NES games.30 Nintendo did not let that happen with its money-making GB. GBA
cartridges shrank to provide maximum portability, but the system could still play GB
games designed for any other system. Those loyal to the GB can continue to upgrade
their systems for added functionality and better features, while maintaining access to a
library of thousands of games because of the GB’s backward compatibility. Thus,
Nintendo can keep releasing better versions of its handheld without having to reengineer
an entire library of games for each new system.
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Old Favorites: Bundling popular games with systems is a well-known strategy used
by many companies, but Nintendo has the added advantage of exclusive ownership of
popular, recognizable characters, in addition to three very successful franchises: Mario,31
Zelda,32 and Pokemon.33 These three series are family-oriented, and so often appeal to a
wider audience of gamers; their popularity drives consumers to buy the only hardware
that supports these Nintendo games. Mario, Zelda, and Pokemon are all extremely iconic
and recognizable outside of their “natural element” (Mario’s princess-saving, Zelda’s
crystal collecting, Pikachu’s Pokemon battles, etc.), which allows Nintendo to develop
games in several different genres, but with character favorites who promote sales. An
ordinary tennis game become a smash hit with the Mario players,34 and a children’s
voice-recognition game was saved only by the cuddly Pikachu35; with a newly developed
character, kids might have been even more hesitant to pick this one up.
Simply put, Nintendo has always made great games, putting them above the
competition. “The first Genesis games, even the knock-offs of the arcade hits, were not
as much fun as the best Nintendo games. In many cases, the Sega programmers were so
intent on exploiting the possibilities of detailed graphics and exciting sound that they
forgot what made great video games.”36

The Next Generation
It is clear that Nintendo’s little GB has come a long way, from its bulky gray to sleek silver
clamshell, and its extraordinary dominance of the handheld market was not due to chance, but to
solid marketing strategies and high-quality products. While new devices37 like the Nokia NGage38 are struggling, Nintendo has a long, if not continuously successful, history to study and
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learn from. If the longevity of the GB is any indication, Nintendo’s DS (to be released late in
2004)39 could prove to be the next star in handheld hardware, even though it will be marketed
alongside the GBA, not in place of it. And though this might mean the retirement of the beloved
little console, remember: you can take it with you.
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